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ABSTRACT
The concept of ‘tasliyah’ in the Qur’an which means consolation or reassurance plays a significant role in Tafseer and has been extensively discussed by Islamic scholars. One of the important commentaries of the Qur’an examining this concept is 'Hāshiyah as-Sāwi 'alā Tafsīr al-Jalālain' by Ahmad al-Ṣāwī, an influential figure in Islamic education in Indonesia. This study aims to analyze the interpretation of tasliyah verses in the commentary and to find out how hermeneutics helps explain Ahmad al-Ṣāwī’s approach. This research uses a qualitative approach which includes hermeneutics, linguistic, Maqasid Tafseer, and socio-historical analysis approaches, with Krippendorff content-analysis as the method to analyze the data. The results of this study show that the Tafseer on tasliyah verses by integrating linguistic, literary, and Sufism aspects not only were interpreted as comfort in distress but also as strengthening faith and resilience. Through hermeneutics, the interpretation explores historical, social, and psychological contexts influencing al-Saawi’s reasoning, which offers a broader and deeper understanding of the tasliyah concept in Islamic spiritual and psychological contexts. This study highlights the importance of contexts in understanding consolation messages and spiritual reassurance addressed to the Prophet Muhammad as well as provides an insight into how social cognition plays a crucial role in interpreting religious texts.
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Elaboration of Tasliyah Verses: A Hermeneutic Study on 'Hāshiyah As-Sāwi ‘Alā Tafsīr Al-Jalālain

A. Introduction

The Quran contains various concepts and theories about human life that serve as scientific truths aimed at the well-being of humanity. These concepts and theories are crucial for human life in the contemporary context, amidst rapid changes in the world. Therefore, the interpretation and understanding of the Quran become highly important. This also highlights the necessity for caution and deep knowledge when applying theories and concepts from other traditions to the interpretation of the Quran.

The exegesis of the Quran, which seeks to reveal the intention or purpose of God's messages contained within, is essential. One such concept is 'tasliyah,' which means consolation or comfort, and it holds a significant place in the realm of Quranic interpretation. Moreover, tasliyah is not limited to spiritual aspects but also encompasses social and psychological dimensions. The Quran often conveys messages of consolation to humanity to alleviate the burdens and stress they experience in daily life.

For instance, in the context of spreading the message and the trials faced by the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him), verses of "tasliyah" were revealed to provide comfort and soothe the heart of the Prophet amidst the pressure and opposition he encountered.

Etymologically, tasliyah means consolation and is the infinitive form of the verb salla. In the book Lisan al-'Arab, the word salla means kashf, which signifies alleviating distress with something pleasing. Terminologically, tasliyah refers to the act of easing distress and sorrow within oneself. A precise terminological definition is rarely found, so the linguistic meaning is often used to define it as the act of alleviating distress and sorrow through certain means. The concept of 'tasliyah' has long been a subject of discussion among Quranic scholars. Commentators, such as al-Ṭabarī, interpreted Q.S al-An'ām: 34 as: 'وَهَذَا ﺗﺴﻠﻴﺔ ﻣﻦ ﷲ ﺗﻌﺎﻟﻰ ﺫﻛﺮﻩ ﻟﻨﺒﻴﻪ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ,' indicating that verses like this are referred to as verses of 'tasliyah.' Interestingly, determining a verse as 'tasliyah' is often considered an amr ijtihādī, meaning it is based on personal judgment, which varies among commentators. This
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reflects the uniqueness and diversity of Quranic exegesis, where interpretations can greatly depend on the intellectual and spiritual contexts of each commentator. The book 'Hāshiyah al-Ṣāwī 'alā Tafsīr al-Jalālain', authored by Ahmad bin Muḥammad al-Ṣāwī, serves as a primary example in this study. This book, as a supplementary commentary on 'Tafsīr al-Jalālain', has become a significant reference in many Islamic boarding schools in Indonesia. Scholars and religious leaders, including KH. Nur Khalis Aziz and KH. Bahauddin Nur Salim, frequently cite this book, demonstrating its wide influence and importance. Additionally, this work is connected with older exegesis traditions, such as those represented by Nawawi al-Bantani in 'Kāshīfah al-Sajā'. Therefore, this research aims to address two main issues: first, how are the verses concerning 'tasliyah' interpreted in 'Hāshiyah al-Ṣāwī 'alā Tafsīr al-Jalālain'? Second, how can hermeneutics explain the interpretation and determination of 'tasliyah' verses according to Ahmad al-Ṣāwī in this book? These questions are significant not only in the context of religious studies but also in understanding how sacred texts can provide emotional and spiritual support to readers in the modern era.

This study employs qualitative methods, utilizing hermeneutic, linguistic, maqasid interpretation, and socio-historical approaches. This allows for a thorough analysis of the texts and their social contexts, as well as how the hidden meanings and linguistic implications of the 'tasliyah' verses can be interpreted to generate a deeper understanding. The research focuses on a critical analysis of how the socio-historical situation influences Ahmad al-Ṣāwī's interpretations and other aspects affecting his exegesis. In content analysis, the Krippendorff method is adopted, encompassing data collection, data validation, content analysis, and interpretation. This involves an in-depth study of 'Hāshiyah al-Ṣāwī 'alā Tafsīr al-Jalālain', as well as references from other relevant exegesis books. Thus, it provides a broader understanding of how sacred texts, such as the Quran, can continue to offer guidance and solace to humanity in various times and situations. Through elaborating on the 'tasliyah' verses in 'Hāshiyah al-Ṣāwī 'alā Tafsīr al-Jalālain', it deepens the understanding of how the Quran is interpreted and applied in contemporary society.

B. Results and Discussion

This study examines "Hashiyah al-Saawi ala Tafsir al-Jalalain," an exegesis work by Ahmad al-Saawi that is a summary of "Hashiyah al-Jamal" by Sulaiman al-Jamal. Completed between 1810 and 1813 CE, this work was first printed in 1988 CE in Beirut by Dar al-Fikr. The book comprises six volumes with a size of 24 cm and has been authenticated by 'Ali Muhammad al-Sibai. Al-Saawi was inspired to write it to meet the demand for teaching "Tafsir al-Jalalain," offering a more concise version than "Hashiyah al-Jamal."

---

Applying the method of *tafsir bi al-ra'y*, it focuses on the *muqassir*'s *ijtihaad* and compares various viewpoints in contemporary exegesis. Through in-depth analysis of the vocabulary and linguistic structure of the Quran, it enriches the understanding of the text by highlighting linguistic nuances and contextual factors. This work is categorized as *tafsir tahlili*, systematically interpreting the Quran in accordance with the sequence of the Quranic mushaf and reinstating the position of Surah al-Fatihah at the beginning. The book emphasizes linguistic and literary elements with Sufi nuances, involving the sciences of *Balaaghah*, *Ma'ani*, and logic, while exploring aspects of inner tranquility in its interpretation.

The verses regarding *'tasliyah'* are interpreted in *'Hāshiyah al-Ṣāwī 'alā Tafsīr al-Jalālain'*. The term "*tasliyah*" is not explicitly used in the Quran; however, the companions of the Prophet utilized the Quran as a source of consolation when they were overwhelmed by sadness. Even though they faced immense difficulties, they found contentment and joy in the Quran. As mentioned in the Quranic verse QS. Yunus: 58.

Say, "In the bounty of Allah and in His mercy - in that let them rejoice; it is better than what they accumulate."

It is interesting to see Ahmad al-Sawi's interpretation in his exegesis book regarding consolation for Prophet Muhammad and in what situation Prophet Muhammad received consolation or comfort from Allah. Here the author presents:

1. Sorrowful because the disbelievers did not believe in Allah. QS al-Anfal: 23.

   ولَوْ عَلَمَ اللَّهُ أَمْرَكُمُ فَيَفْرَحُوا وَهُمْ مُّعَرَضُونَ

   *Had Allah known any good in them, He would have made them hear. And if He had made them hear, they would (still) have turned away, while they were refusing.*

   As someone who advocates for goodness, surely one would feel deeply saddened if their calls for goodness were not heeded. Similarly, Prophet Muhammad also felt saddened because his calls for goodness were not heeded by the disbelievers. Thus, Allah consoled Prophet Muhammad for their unwillingness to listen, as if saying, "Do not be saddened, O Muhammad; if I wished for them to listen, surely they would listen."


   وَلَآ أَنْتُمْ أَذِلَّةٞ ﻟَوْ ﻣُعَرَّضُونَ

   *And already had Allah given you victory at (the battle of) Badr while you were few in number. Then fear Allah; perhaps you will be grateful.*

Ahmad al-Sawi stated that this verse is a *tasliyah* for the Prophet and his companions regarding what happened to them in the Battle of Uhud, as if Allah is instructing them not to be saddened, because this is the path of those before you, and the lesson is at the end, and

---
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victory has been given to you over your enemies. So do not grieve over the occurrence of this difficulty, and its wisdom is to distinguish the hypocrites from the believers, not defeat.  


_We know that you, (O Muhammad), are saddened by what they say. And indeed, they do not call you untruthful, but it is the verses of Allah that the wrongdoers reject._

Before being appointed as a Prophet, Muhammad's title was al-Amin (the trustworthy) because he never lied in his speech. This quality also played a significant role in shaping the trust given to him by the local inhabitants, even before he received the revelation. The spirit of Prophet Muhammad in carrying out his mission of preaching was strengthened by the principles of honesty and trustworthiness that he had shown from the beginning. Thus, what is meant by this verse and the following ones is to console the Prophet for what happened due to the denial of the disbelievers and others and to serve as a warning to them to return. It is as if Allah is saying: Do not be saddened by their denial of you, be patient, and do not grieve over what they plan, because they do not deny you inwardly, but they believe in your truthfulness, yet their denial is out of stubbornness and sheer following of their desires.


_And thus We have made for every prophet an enemy - devils from mankind and jinn, inspiring to one another decorative speech in delusion. But if your Lord had willed, they would not have done it, so leave them and that which they invent._

According to Ahmad al-Sawi, this verse serves as _tasliyah_ and good news for the Prophet regarding the enmity that arises from both humans and jinn. It means that such is the way of Allah, so rejoice and do not be saddened. The enemies will come to you, but they will be suppressed and humiliated by Allah, and Allah will disperse their gatherings, so do not fear them.

---

22 Ahmad Al-Shawi, _Hasyiyah Al-Allamah Al-Shawi Ala Tafsir Al-Jalalain_, 1st edn (Bairut: Darul Fikr, 1988).
23 Kementrian Agama.
24 Muhammad bin Ahmad bin Utsman al Dzahabi and Umar Abdussalam Tadmuri, _Tarikh Al Islam Wa Wafayatu Al Masyahir Wa Al `A'lam_ (Beirut: Darul Kitab al Arabi, 2001).
27 Al-Shawi, _Hasyiyah Al-Allamah Al-Shawi Ala Tafsir Al-Jalalain_.
28 Kementrian Agama.
29 Al-Shawi, _Hasyiyah Al-Allamah Al-Shawi Ala Tafsir Al-Jalalain_.
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5. Sorrowful because of being ignored by the hypocrites. QS. Al-Taubah: 46.

And if they had intended to go forth, they would have prepared for it [some] preparation. But Allah disliked their being sent, so He kept them back, and they were told, "Remain [behind] with those who remain."

Ahmad al-Sawi states that this verse is *tasliyah* for Prophet Muhammad regarding the refusal of the hypocrites to accompany him, because there is no benefit or goodness in it. Thus, Allah lets them stay behind only to reveal their true nature and wickedness, as if Allah is saying to His Prophet, this is better for you, that they indeed do not wish to depart due to a lack of readiness. Meaning, if they truly intended to depart, they would have made preparations, but in reality, they do not desire it, and Allah also detests their departure because of the evil that would accompany it.  

6. Sorrowful because of being hurt by both words and actions. QS. Yasin: 76.

So let not their speech grieve you. Indeed, We know what they conceal and what they declare.

Nevertheless, remember that Allah will reward and assist you, so just ignore what they say and try not to let it bring you down. For Prophet Muhammad, this verse brings glad tidings of victory and comfort from the dangers he faces. Even if their statements bring suffering, Allah commands Prophet Muhammad not to let their words cause sadness because their words are futile since He bestows honor upon whomever He wills. So, do not pay attention to their words. Do not be saddened, for we show you their punishment in your lifetime, or we postpone it until the Day of Resurrection; they will not escape from My punishment, so be patient and do not be distressed, for Our affair is with them. Then Ahmad al-Sawi conveys to a *shi'ir* that the signs of Allah's family are three, namely belief, submission, and patience.

7. Sorrowful because of leaving hometown. QS. al-Qasas: 2.

These are the verses of the clear Book.

These are verses from the Quran that are clear (from Allah). The reason for the revelation of this verse is when the Prophet came out of the cave at night and was about to emigrate through an unusual route for fear of being captured, and when he returned through the main route and then descended at al-Juhfa, the Prophet knew that the road was a junction towards Mecca and missed it greatly, so this verse was revealed as *tasliyah* and gave him glad tidings that the Prophet would return to his home, namely Mecca. So, this verse is
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neither *Makkiyah* nor *Madaniyah* because it was not revealed before the migration, nor was it revealed after the completion of the migration, but it was revealed in the middle of the journey when migrating from Mecca to Medina. Meaning, do not grieve over your departure from your land, for Allah has honored you and humiliated the disbelievers of the Quraish, so your departure from Mecca is not only like Adam's exit from paradise in that he achieved great honor, whereas what happened to Satan was expulsion, causing great disgrace.\(^{35}\)

8. *Tasliyah* about death. QS. Ali Imran, 185.\(^{36}\)

وَلَنْ تَحْصَروْنَ ﱠِ ﺗُﺤۡﺸَﺮُﻭﻥَ ﻭَﻟَﺌِﻦ ﻣﱡﺘﱡﻢۡ ﺃَﻭۡ ﻗُﺘِﻠۡﺘُﻢۡ ﻹَِﻟَﻰ ٱ

*And whether you die or are killed, unto Allah you will be gathered.*

Death in essence is merely a transition from one realm to another; thus, everything that dies will move from the worldly realm to the realm of *Barzakh*, likening the world to a boat heading towards the realm of *Barzakh*, while the realm of *Barzakh* acts as a means to reach *Dar al-Qarar*.\(^{37}\) In a popular hadith, it is said, "Sufficient is death as an admonition,"\(^{38}\) meaning that death itself serves as sufficient guidance to ensure humans constantly remember and worship Allah SWT. The above verse serves as *tasliyah* to Prophet Muhammad, signifying that every living being will experience death in their physical body. Generally, the verse encompasses martyrs, prophets, and angels.\(^{39}\)

Al-Sawi, in explaining the verse about *tasliyah*, often provides analogies or similes to offer a deeper understanding of the interpreted Quranic verses. In the science of Bayan, this is referred to as *tashbih*, indicating similarity in one matter with another matter in meaning, not in borrowing words. The phrase commonly used is *فَكَأَنَّ ﷲ ﻳﻘﻮﻝ ﻟِﻪ* as if Allah is saying to Prophet Muhammad, while in another formulation, the wording *فَكَأَنَّ ﷲ ﻳﻘﻮﻝ ﻟِﻪ* is employed, as if Allah is speaking to him in this manner.\(^{40}\)

**The interpretation of "tasliyah" by Ahmad bin Muhammad al-Sawi**

1. Social Cognition

According to historical records, Ahmad al-Sawi was born during the leadership of Ali Bey al-Kabir (Bey being an honorable title of the Mamluk nation). After the last remnants of Ottoman rule were expelled from Egypt in 1760 AD, Ali Bey established his own autonomous government. He initiated a development program immediately upon assuming office by strengthening the military, commencing trade with Europe, and raising income taxes. During the reign of Muhammad Bey (the son of Ali Bey al-Kabir), Ahmad al-Sawi enrolled at Al-Azhar University in Egypt in 1773 AD. Ahmad al-Sawi lived amidst the chaos of power struggles in Egypt among various factions. Starting from internal power struggles within the Mamluk and Ottoman dynasties, the situation became more complicated when the expedition led by Napoleon Bonaparte of France arrived to conquer Egypt in 1789 AD, culminating in 1801 AD. France was forced to retreat by the Ottoman forces allied with England. Nonetheless, the education system continued to evolve, as evidenced by the

---

\(^{35}\) Al-Maliki.
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\(^{39}\) Al-Shawi, *Hasyiyah Al-Allamah Al-Shawi Ala Tafsir Al-Jalalain*.

\(^{40}\) Al-Shawi, *Hasyiyah Al-Allamah Al-Shawi Ala Tafsir Al-Jalalain*. 
Ahmad al-Sawi was not seen involved in the political arena at that time, nor did he hold any governmental positions. He solely focused on teaching and learning at Al-Azhar University, given his status as a professor there. According to the author, Ahmad al-Sawi refrained from political involvement because he was a mursyd of the Khalwatiyya Tariqah, and one of the fundamental practices of this tariqah is seclusion. From this, the author argues that Ahmad al-Sawi's interpretations remained untainted and uninfluenced by state politics. Instead, what influenced his interpretative model, leaning more towards language and Sufism, was the breadth of knowledge and the tarikat he adhered to.

The book Hashiyah al-Sawi ala Tafsir al-Jalalain was written in the year 1225 H./1810 AD, when he was 50 years old, and completed in the year 1228 H./1813 AD. Therefore, Ahmad al-Sawi took 3 years to finish writing the book. During the years Ahmad al-Sawi was composing his tafsir, Egypt was facing the might of Napoleon Bonaparte under the command of Muhammad Ali Pasha (1765-1849 AD), who initially focused on the military but later began to pay attention to education. Hence, the reason Ahmad al-Sawi interpreted Quranic verses related to tasliyah to Prophet Muhammad, totaling 94 verses, was because he was a mursyd of the Khalwatiyya Tariqah, where one of the practices was seclusion to remain close to Allah. Secondly, because Ahmad al-Sawi lived amidst numerous power struggles and wars, there was a need for solace or comfort through Allah's verses, thus fortifying the heart and mind to face life's challenges. Therefore, there is a contextual relevance to the interpretations he elucidated at that time.

2. Prospective Determination of Tasliyah by Ahmad al-Sawi

Ahmad al-Sawi was not only a mursyd of the Khalwatiyya Tariqah but also, when writing his tafsir, he found himself amidst power struggles between the natives and the French colonizers. Hence, it is not surprising that when Ahmad al-Sawi interpreted verses related to warfare, he perceived an element of tasliyah within them. He believed that warfare had been a divine practice since ancient times, implying that there must be wisdom behind it, and victory would surely be granted. Ahmad al-Sawi wrote his tafsir at the age of 50, at which point a person's character tends toward compassion and mercy, further supported by his position as a mursyd of the Khalwatiyya Tariqah. Given these facts, it is not surprising

---
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that the Quranic verses he interpreted leaned towards the gentle and wisdom-filled side, such as those related to *tasliyah* or consolation, bolstered by his linguistic expertise.

3. **Objectives or Purposes of *Tasliyah***

By examining the textual and contextual data collected, the author argues that, firstly, it indicates that every form of trial and tribulation is already a divine tradition, thus making individuals stronger and inevitably elevating their status. The greater the trial endured, the higher the level attained. Secondly, it eliminates fear by providing solace, thereby making individuals fearless as they have received comfort from Allah, indicating His care. Thirdly, it alleviates profound sadness. Surely, someone who receives solace, especially from Allah, will instantaneously lose the deeply painful feeling of sadness and become more resilient in facing problems. Fourthly, it enhances confidence in Allah's promises. Among the ways Allah provides solace is by issuing warnings to those who are wronged. By observing Allah's warnings, people become calm and trust in Allah's promises. For example, if Allah threatens to punish those who commit injustice, this becomes good news for the oppressed.

4. **Validation of Ahmad al-Sawi's Interpretation**

The author needs to examine the hadiths of Prophet Muhammad related to consolation or *tasliyah* to validate the research as a continuation of data processing in content analysis. One of the popular hadiths of Prophet Muhammad regarding consoling oneself with prayer is narrated by Imam Abu Dawud, hadith no. 4985:

Salim ibn Abi Ja'dah said: A man said: (Mis'ar said: I think he was from the tribe of Khuza'ah): would that I had prayed, and go t comfort. The people objected to him for it. Thereupon he said: I heard the Messenger of Allah SWT as saying: O Bilal, call iqamah for prayer: give us comfort by it.

This hadith explains that through prayer, one can attain tranquility of the heart. When experiencing sadness and confusion, one should turn to prayer. Prophet Muhammad performed prayers to find solace for his heart.48 It is important to note that the term "*tasliyah*" was not used during the time of Prophet Muhammad, but the essence of *tasliyah* existed since ancient times, as mentioned earlier. Furthermore, considering that Hashiyah al-Sawi ala Tafsir al-Jalalain is based on the commentary of Tafsir al-Jalalain as the book he commented on, the author deems it important to view it as a validation for the continuation of the above paragraph. Ahmad al-Sawi's interpretation of the Qur'an is in line with Tafsir al-Jalalain.49 When Tafsir al-Jalalain mentions that there is an element of consolation within the content of one of the

---

verses, Ahmad al-Sawi also reinforces this by elaborating further with various perspectives, including linguistic, historical, asbab al-nuzul, and within the contexts of Makkiyah and Madaniyah.

However, not all meanings attributed to a verse by Ahmad al-Sawi and subsequently by Tafsir al-Jalalain, necessarily imply tasliyah. The author believes this can occur because Tafsir al-Jalalain is a book written with the aim of providing concise explanations, so it does not often touch upon tasliyah. Even when it does mention tasliyah, it often does not elaborate on the reasons for it, as doing so would deviate from the original purpose of the book's composition. Tafsir al-Jalalain only mentions tasliyah in 11 verses, in contrast to Hashiyah al-Sawi ala Tafsir al-Jalalain, which references it in 104 verses. These 11 verses are exclusively for Prophet Muhammad, unlike Ahmad al-Sawi, who mentions tasliyah hundreds of times not only for the consolation of Prophet Muhammad but also for Prophet Moses, the people of Prophet Moses, the companions of Prophet Muhammad, and even some specific companions, believers, and the needy. In the words correlated with tasliyah as a comfort to Prophet Muhammad in the book of commentary Hashiyah al-Sawi ala Tafsir al-Jalalain, there are many words related to tasliyah, including "la tahzan" (do not grieve), "isbir" (be patient), "la tastagrib" (do not be surprised), "la tahtam" (do not worry), "la tadiq" (do not be disheartened), "la tata'ajab" (do not be astonished), and "la takhsha" (do not fear). The intent of all these phrases is to provide tasliyah or comfort to Prophet Muhammad.

C. Conclusion

In "Hashiyah al-Saawi ala Tafsir al-Jalalain," Ahmad al-Saawi deeply interprets verses regarding 'tasliyah' (consolation), elucidating how Allah consoles Prophet Muhammad in various situations, such as facing disbelief, sorrow, enmity, and difficulties in warfare. Through hermeneutic approach and content analysis, al-Saawi explores these themes of consolation in various ways, including through language, historical context, and asbab al-nuzul (reasons for the revelation of verses). This interpretation reflects al-Saawi's understanding of the role and significance of consolation in spiritual life. Hermeneutics, in this case, allows al-Saawi to extract broader and deeper meanings from the texts, demonstrating how different verses can provide tasliyah, both directly and indirectly. His approach reflects the influence of his socio-political environment as well as his spiritual and Sufistic background, enriching his interpretation of how Allah provides consolation and support to the Prophet and his community in facing challenges and difficulties.
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